Abstract. The object here is to prove that the series )fl,(x)fln(y) is analytic if the sequence (A,,),EJv is such that there exist constants p > 2 and C > 0 with I)I < for all n E .l,V. This is important in the study of eigenvalues of integral operators in relation to their kernels and is a partial affirmative response to a question raised by A.L. Brown.
Introduction
The object of this paper is to prove a theorem, which is a partial affirmative answer to the question asked A.L. Brown whether E neuv Anfln(x)fln(y) is analytic for all sequences (A)jiv E rwhere f is some set of sequences defined below. This question is important in the study of eigenvalues of integral operators in relation to their kernels.
We prove below that the series E nE BV nNn(X)ln(y) is analytic for some sequences (A fl ) fl i,v forming a subclass of the sequence space r-. Namely, the following theorem will be true.
Theorem. Let (.>n)nEJN be a sequence such that, for some constants p > 2 and C > 0, 1A n I !^. for all n E W. Then the series E nEBV nfln()fln(y) is Before we proceed to prove this theorem we give some preliminaries.
Preliminaries
The following definitions of Hermite functions and Hermite polynomials are taken from 
S. Ramaswamy
The mth Hermite function (in a non-negative integer) is defined as
The following recurrence formula is well known and can be easily proved using the definitions of Hermite functions:
for all m > 2.
Consequently, we have for Hermite polynomials the recurrence formula
(1) (2) for all a = (a i ,a2 ) and (x,y) E jJ2• To prove that g is analytic, we make use of the following well-known criterion.
Criterion. A function f E C(1R 2 ) is real analytic if and only if for any R > 0 there exists a real number CR > 0 such that the inequality sup D°f(x,y) C3
+1 a! foe all a = ( 0 1, 02) with a l, a2 non-negative integers is true.
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For Proof see, for example, [1: Proposition 1.1.141
To apply this criterion, we are therefore forced to estimate Dg(x,y) in a ball B(O,R). Because of (2) we in turn are forced to estimate D Ic 7I(x) for any k,n E 1W and all x with Ix R. 
where r = ço'(x) + 27rxW for all 'p E C'. It can be easily proved that r+flk = 2v1 flk_ 1 . Hence,
Thus, by induction, we have for all p k
Since Hk is a kth degree polynomial, DHk (x) = 0 for all p> k. 
(5)
From the expressions in (2) and (3) we see that to estimate D'H(x) and D l e 2 for lxi < R, we need to estimate H,,-k (x) and Hi (x) for lxi < R. This is the object of the next proposition. Before we go to that, we give the following definition. Definition 2. By r-we denote the space of all sequences (afl)flEJN such that, for all R> 0 and all e, 0 < e < 1, the inequality sup R' ' lani < +00 nEIN is true.
As can be easily seen the inclusion (an)n)pq E r-implies that, for all R > 0 and all e > 0, <+00.
Since lAl < , the inclusion (A) jjv E r-is true.
pn Proposition. Let 0 < e < . Then, for all R> 
1, there exists a constant C(R,e) such that lH(x)I 5 C(R,e)Rt21
for all n E 1,V and all x such that lxi < R.
Proof. Let us give the proof by induction on n, using the recurrence formula (1). Let us assume that, for some constant C(R, e) and some n 2,
for all x with lxi <R. Then we have * to prove this for H(x), lxi R. By (1),
It follows that lH(x)l < 2R C(R,e)R' '' + all -! C(R,c)R_2)'
V n for all x with lxi H, i.e., since R > 1,
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Therefore, if the right-hand side can be estimated from above by C(R,e)R", we are through. Such estimation is true if
R'' (2\/R+,/YJ) <R'
i.e. if
2/R 1 --\/+ ri
Observe that
This implies the inequality
Therefore, if 2vR
i/l -< 1 + (1 -e) log R -
S. Ramaswamy
This makes sense as e < 1/2. Let
N(R, ) (
Since H is an n 1' degree polynomial, there exists a constant Ci (R,e) > 0 such that iH(x)l CI(R,c)R n for all x with lxi <R and all n N(R,e). This implies that '
lH(x)l <Ci(R,e)R' -' R
Asis bounded for all n < N(R,E), the proposition is proved I
Proof of the theorem
We have to show that sup
for some constant CR and all a, where D'g(x, y) is given by (2) . By (3), for any k E .LV we have
D (x) = D (e2Hn(x)) =() DrH(X)Dk_TC_Z
By (4), we have Therefore, for lxi < R, we have by (3) Since p> 2, the number p> 1 can be chosen such that < 1. Since (Xn)nj r E 
